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Abstract. The paper discusses problems associated with the use of data mining tools to
study discrepancies between countries with different types of institutional matrices by
variety of potential explanatory variables: climate, economic or infrastructure indicators.
An approach is presented which is based on the search of statistically valid regularities
describing the dependence of the institutional type on a single variable or a pair of variables. Examples of regularities are given.

1 Introduction
The theory of institutional matrices proposed by S.G. Kirdina ([1, 2]) supposes that two types of basic
public institutions (or two types of institutional matrices in other words) may be identified. The first
type may be characterized by a redistributive economy, a unitary political system, and communitarian
ideology. This basic type will be referred to as X type. The second type that will be referred to as
Y type is complementary to the first type. It is characterized by the market economy, the federal
political system and the ideology of individualism. The countries of the world may be divided in
two groups: X countries with dominance of X type of the institutional matrices and Y countries with
dominance of Y type of the institutional matrices. Our goal is to check the institutional matrices
theory and also to describe the relationship between the economic development characteristics and
the dominating institutional type. In this regard we try to find statistically significant regularities
allowing to discriminate between two types of countries by macroeconomic variables, climate and
infrastructure indicators. The presence of valid patterns in the data provides strong evidence of the
correctness of the institutional matrices theory. In [3] the relationship between the dominating type of
institutional matrices and the climate or infrastructure variables was studied. In [4] the optimal valid
partitioning (OVP) method was applied to compare joint dynamics of macroeconomic variables in
groups of X and Y countries. A specially developed technique for evaluating multiple testing effects
was used. A statistically significant relationship was found to hold between the institutional type
and mutual dynamics of the gross domestic product (GDP), domestic credit and the governmental
spendings.
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2 Statistical tools
Today different data mining tools are available that may be useful in tasks of valid regularities search.
There are several peculiarities that influence the choice of analytical tools. We must compare rather
small groups of countries where experts are sure about the dominant type of institutional matrices.
The full number of such countries varies from 25 to 35. Climate indicators include average monthly
temperatures and precipitation amounts, their average year minimum, maximum and variations. Infrastructure indicators include road and railway density, irrigation levels and others. Average values
of the macroeconomic variables over some time periods are less informative than various parameters
describing joint dynamics of macroeconomic variables. The number of such parameters may achieve
several tens. Hence the total number of factors involved in analyses may significantly exceed the
total number of countries. Isolated factors often are not sufficiently informative and so it is important to analyse their combinations. There is no evidence that the studied factors may be distributed
normally. In our research we used the OVP method [3]. OVP technique is aimed to explore the dependence of a target value on the set of explanatory variables. The OVP method includes the search
of one-dimensional and two-dimensional regularities. A one-dimensional regularity is described by a
threshold for the corresponding factor that separates in the best way the compared groups. Two quadrants to the left and to the right of the threshold are formed. Example of one-dimensional regularity
is given at figure 1.

Figure 1. One-dimensional regularity describing the dependence of the institutional type on the output elasticity
of the capital

A two-dimensional regularity is described by two boundaries that are parallel to the coordinate
axes. The goal is the maximal possible separation of two compared groups. Four quadrants are
formed as it is shown in figure 2.
Optimal boundaries providing the best separation of compared groups are searched through the
optimization of the quality functional Q calculated by the dataset Str = {(y(1) , x(1) ), . . . , (y(m) , x(m) )},
where y(1) , . . . , y(m) are values of the target y and x(1) , . . . , x(m) are vectors of explanatory variables
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional regularity describing the dependence of the institutional type on the railway density
and GFCF
r
1 
x1 , . . . , xn at objects from data set Str : Q =
mi · (ŷi − ŷ0 )2 , where ŷ0 denotes the average of the
Dy i=1
target values y at objects of Str , ŷi denotes the average of the target values y at objects of Str from
the quadrant Qi , mi is the number of Str objects from Qi , r denotes the number of quadrants. The
validity of the regularities is evaluated with the help of a random permutation test (RPT). The values
of the functional Q on the data set Str are compared with the values of the functional Q calculated on
a set of random samples generated from Str . The positions of the values of the target y in the random
sample are randomly permuted relatively to the fixed positions of the explanatory variables vectors.
The proportion of random samples for which Q does not exceed the value calculated on Str is used as
the p-value estimate. It was shown [4] that the RPT tests fulfill the null hypothesis that the target y is
independent on the corresponding explanatory variable.
In the case of two-dimensional regularities the combination of two null hypothesis is tested. Let
the dependence of the target y on two explanatory variables x1 and x2 is studied. At the first step a first
null hypothesis is tested: the dependence of y on x1 and x2 is exhaustively described by a simple onedimensional regularity with the threshold for the variable x2 coinciding with the corresponding border
value in the tested two-dimensional regularity. To test this hypothesis comparison is made with the
values of the functional Q calculated on a set of random samples generated from Str . The procedure
coincides with the technique used when one-dimensional regularity is verified but permutations are
allowed only inside two subsets of Str with x2 values to the left and to the right of the threshold. Thus
a p-value evaluating the validity of x1 contribution to the two-dimensional regularity is calculated. In
the same way a p-value evaluating the validity of x2 contribution to the two-dimensional regularity
is calculated. The two-dimensional regularity is assumed to be valid only if contributions of both
variables are valid at some fixed accuracy level. It must be noted that the RPT does not ask for a priori
assumptions about the probability distributions. There is no any requirement on sample sizes.
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The permutation test evaluates the validity of isolated regularities. But in tasks where the number
of tested data patterns is large multiple testing problem exists: the probability that a really random
patterns will be incidentally identified as a valid regularity is also large. For example in tasks with
a large number of explanatory variables the probability that an empirical distribution for at least one
variable occasionally corresponds to a valid one-dimensional regularity is high.
Usually a Bonferroni correction [4] is used to receive more realistic validity estimates: the calculated p-values are multiplied by the number of tested explanatory variables. The multiple testing
problem is more difficult when two-dimensional regularities are searched because it is necessary to
multiply the calculated p-values by a very large number of tested pairs of variables. The Bonferroni
correction is too pessimistic when it is applied to two-dimensional regularities search. An alternative
approach was discussed in [4]. Two dimensional regularities found in a true data set were compared
with two-dimensional regularities found in random samples that were obtained from the true data
set by target permutation. Such procedure is more correct than the inferences got from the standard
Bonferroni procedure.

3 Results
In this paper we present new results of recent researches. A statistically significant (p = 0.014)
relationship was found to hold between institutional type and the output elasticity of the capital (OEC)
parameters in the Cobb-Douglas production function [5]. This regularity is shown in figure 1. It is
seen that the OEC is less than the threshold 0.6813 for 8 X countries (Russia, Japan, Republic of
Korea, Phillipines, Laos, Nepal, Brazil, Myanmar) and only for one Y country – Denmark. On the
contrary, the OEC is larger than the threshold for 12 Y countries and only for 4 X countries. The OEC
for Mexico and Peru are extremely high.
From the figure 2 a two dimensional significant regularity follows which describes the relationship
between the institutional type and two variables: the gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) (p <
0.0005) and the railway density (p = 0.0273). The quadrant IV corresponding to low railway density
and relatively low GFCF contains 9 X countries, the quadrant III corresponding to high railway density
and relatively low GFCF contains all the 13 countries of Y type, the quadrant II corresponding to high
railway density and high GFCF contain 3 countries of X type: Japan, China, Republic of Korea.
The existence of regularities shown in figures 1 and 2 show that the parameters of the production
functions or GFCF may be related to the dominating type of the institutional matrices. Data from [6]
was used.
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